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It is worth noting that Golden Dawn managed to boost its support rate in several major regions across the
country including the Athens municipality and the Attica prefecture. This development took place in spite the
fact that the party’s leader and 5 other lawmakers (six in total) are currently in pretrial custody on allegations
about the formation of a criminal organization. Indicatively, even though Gold Dawn’s candidate Illias
Kassidiaris did not succeed to pass to the second round in the poll for the post of Athens mayor, he ranked
fourth with 16.1% of the total vote, mainly supported by increased social discontent against fiscal austerity,
high unemployment and illegal immigration. Similarly, Golden Dawn’s candidate for the Attica Prefecture
garnered ca 11.1% of the vote in the first round last week compared to 9.7% the party scored in the June 2012
national elections. As a reminder, Golden Dawn surpassed a 3% threshold popularity rate in June 2012
making it into Parliament for the first time ever.
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According to The Constitution of Greece (Article 32), the candidate for the post of the President of the Hellenic Republic is elected in the first round
of parliamentary voting, provided that he/she gathers support from 2/3rds of the total number of parliamentary deputies (i.e., 200 in-favor votes). If
the said majority is not attained, the ballot will be repeated five days later. Should the second ballot fail again to produce the required majority, the
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vote will be repeated after five days and the candidate receiving the backing of 3/5ths of the total number of parliamentary deputies (i.e., 180 in favor
votes) will be finally elected. Should the third ballot fail to produce a decisive outcome, Parliament will have to be dissolved within ten days of the
poll, and elections for a new Parliament will be called.
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